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Many eggs, many baskets
Ihave a close friend who, smart though he is, 

isn’t particularly good with his money. Years 
ago he got into trouble with credit card debt. 
Perhaps you’ve heard of similar situations: he had 
about four credit cards and began using one credit 
card to pay the balance on another. He would 
rotate his payments in this fashion, switching 
from one card to the next as they became due.

My friend had the sense eventually to consoli-
date his payments and is now debt free. I wonder 
if the US government will eventually show the 
same sense with that country’s debt.

On August 1, with only a few hours left before 
the US national debt would hit its limit, emergency 
legislation was passed, letting the government 
borrow more, effectively raising the $14.3-trillion 
debt ceiling. Along with this increased borrowing 
cap, the legislation promises budget cuts of more 
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than $2 trillion over the next decade. 
Crisis averted, right? Well, rather than solving the US debt drama, the 

move paves the way for further spending in the future. None of these cuts 
is binding. As well, they’re set to take place over the next decade. I suspect 
the US will continue to ignore its spending, borrow money, and keep taxes 
insanely low. But still, I doubt this recent drama will lead to much fallout  
that hits supply chains, at least in the short term.

But I do see some cause for concern. Part of that concern is, frankly, no 
one seems sure what the fallout will eventually be; economic uncertainty 
is rarely helpful. Also, inflation looms in the US since the country is now 
printing money like mad due to the crisis. Falling confidence in the US 
dollar means ours has been soaring above parity recently. This will likely 
all drive down demand for goods produced north of the border. The US 
remains our principal export market, but I’d like Canada to continue to 
focus on other economies like the Asia 
Pacific and Brazil. Not every economic 
egg needs to be in a basket held by our 
southern neighbours.
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Supply Chain Scan

Purchasing peaks
Highlights from the 2011 PMAC annual conference in Whistler
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The 86th-annual Purchasing Management 
Association of Canada (PMAC) National 

Conference in Whistler soared high among 
Whistler’s mountains, and hit the heights in terms 
of attendance numbers.

The event drew more than 600 delegates, kick-
ing off with PMAC golfing June 7, followed the 
next day by pre-conference seminars and the Your 
Voice members’ dialogue.

Board chair Keith Carruthers began the confer-
ence by referencing the event’s Reaching New 
Peaks tagline. While the slogan referred in part 
to Whistler’s still snow-capped mountains, “it’s 
also all about our profession”, he noted. The field 
has seen several changes in recent years, he said. 
“We’re getting our rightful place around the board-
room table.”

The conference boasted several inspiring keynote 
speakers. Amanda Lang, senior business corre-
spondent for CBC’s The National and co-host of 
The Lang & O’Leary Exchange, treated delegates 
to a review of business and economic issues.

While many economic factors remain outside 

control, Canada can work towards increasing its 
productivity, Lang noted. While supported by gov-
ernment policies like low corporate tax rates, the 
country’s productivity isn’t increasing as much as 
it should, she said. Since there’s a link between 
innovation and productivity, organizations should 
strive to foster a culture promoting innovation. 

“If you challenge the status quo you’re going 
to screw up occasionally,” she said. “But you’re 
going to get things right.”

Ford’s turnaround
During one of the conference’s many seminars, 
Dan Georgescu, global purchasing, Ford Motor 
Company of Canada, outlined how the company 
reformed a previous image problem. Between 
2002 and 2005 its suppliers ranked the auto-
maker (along with GM) the lowest in terms of 
supplier relations in any industry, let alone the 
auto business, he said.

Ford and the other US automakers were per-
ceived as focused on cost reduction, having little 

regard for supplier survival and not caring about supplier intellectual prop-
erty. To combat that image, the company in 2005 introduced several initia-
tives to revamp its supply chain. Ford brought in the Aligned Business 
Framework (ABF) in order to render long-term strategic partnerships with 
suppliers. Among other characteristics, ABF agreements include:
• Extended relationship with the supplier for the life of a vehicle;
• Improved commonality of parts around the world;
• A bilateral commitment to achieving competitive cost;
• Supplier commitment to bring leading edge technology to Ford; and
• Supplier commitment to accelerated achievement of competitive cost 

structures that will be maintained over the life cycle, leading to less emphasis 
on cost reduction.

After introducing these and other initiatives, Ford’s ranking in the sup-
plier opinion survey climbed significantly. Ford has gained marketshare to 
the point where it now outstrips Toyota. In 2010 Ford climbed from 13th 
to 7th in a global supplier opinion survey.

Low-cost country sourcing
Meanwhile, low-cost-country sourcing was the topic of another seminar. 
After close to 10 years of looking to low-costcountries for sourcing 
opportunities, attitudes may be changing as organizations realize dis-
advantages of the practice, said University of British Columbia professor 
Garland Chow.

Haulin’ oil
Proposed railway from 
Alberta to Alaska  Page 8
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The Squamish “honour song” kicks off the conference.
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Chow noted that organizations are seeing late deliveries, intellectual 
property loss, poor quality and other challenges that are offsetting the 
advantage of lower labour costs abroad. Those at the C-level are re-sourcing 
manufacturing from off shore. As well, over half of shippers and logistics 
service providers surveyed are planning for an increase in nearshoring, 
bringing back some sourcing to the US, Mexico and Canada.

Chow noted several reasons for the shift. Labour costs in China have 
risen 19 percent since 2003, and studies suggest the labour cost advantage 
in that country will continue to erode. China’s labour force continues to 
become better educated, wages are climbing and unions are gaining strength. 
China’s one-child policy is also contributing to a shrinking labour force, 
Chow said. The US cost of labour is growing slower, while transportation 
costs from Asia have increased. There’s no question the cost of fuel will 
continue to rise, he said.

Meanwhile, the relative cost of nearshoring from Mexico is declining. The 
country offered advantages such as a lower cost of labour, quick response time 
and a similar time zone. Disadvantages do exist to nearshoring from Mexico, 
he noted, such as the potential for border delays.

Chow plans a web-based survey to evaluate the 
total landed cost practices in Canada, as well as 
develop a total landed cost template.

Supply Chain Scan
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PMAC president and CEO Cheryl Paradowski speaks with  

conference delegates.

Nicola Raycraft, Jones Packaging’s director of supply chain 

management, won PMAC’s outstanding achievement award.
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US dredging crisis update
By Deanna Rosolen

The American Association of Port Authorities (AAPA) has recently 
called on Congress to use money from the Harbor Maintenance 

Trust Fund “for their intended purpose of maintaining our ports.”
The Great Lakes industry in the US has labeled harbour dredging 

a “crisis situation.” The AAPA is one of many groups calling for the 
US government to pay it more heed. 

The trust fund was created through the Harbor Maintenance Tax, 
which is a federal tax imposed on shippers based on the value of the 
goods being shipped through ports. The tax is placed in the trust fund 
to be used for maintenance dredging of federal navigational channels. 
But with the budget crisis in the US all those funds have not been 
making their way back to the ports.

“So we’re essentially paying the tax and money is flowing in but 
it’s not fully being spent on dredging, probably about two-thirds of 
it is being spent on dredging,” says Steve Fisher, executive director of 
the American Great Lakes Ports Association. 

That means of the 34 harbours in need of dredging, only 11 will 
receive funding to do so. Fisher says it would have cost US$47 million 
to dredge all 34 harbours; the 11 harbours will receive US$27 million. 

Glen Nekvasil, vice-president of corporate communications for 
the Lake Carriers Association, says it’s going to become extremely 
difficult to move cargo in and out of many of the ports, especially the 
smaller ones. Even now vessels are not at full capacity, he says. The 
biggest ships would be carrying 70,000 tons. Instead “right now a 
good load is 65,000 to 66,000 tons. And at the beginning of this year 
our biggest ships were loading only 60,000 tons,” says Nekvasil.

According to Fisher, funding for dredging is doled out based on 
tonnage that goes through each port, so smaller ports aren’t likely to 
get dredged at all. Individually, the smaller ports may not have huge 
volumes, but when you add the tonnage of the smaller ports together 
“there is a lot of commerce there and it’s important to the economy,” 
he says. “So this methodology they use doesn’t really work well for 
the reality on the Great Lakes.”

Plan suggests connecting 
Alberta to Alaska by rail
By Michael Power

Vancouver-based Generating for Seven 
Generations Ltd (G7G) is proposing a new 

railway to carry oil from the oil sands in Fort 
McMurray, Alberta to the marine oil terminal at 
Valdez, Alaska. The company revealed its proposal 
this summer.

“Studies have already demonstrated that a rail 
link to Alaska is a viable alternative to the oil 
pipelines currently being planned through British 
Columbia,” said G7G director Matt Vickers. “This 
approach is timely because it promises significant 
economic benefits while avoiding many of the 
environmental risks associated with current pipe-
line proposals.”

An option for the proposed 2,000-kilometre rail-
way would run northwest from Fort McMurray, 
Alberta to join the Alyeska pipeline (part of the trans-
Alaska pipeline system carrying oil to the Valdez 
terminal) at Delta Junction, Alaska. The first of three 
proposed phases is estimated to cost at least $12 bil-
lion. That initial phase would take about six years to 
complete, Vickers said, noting it’s too early to guess 
how much time the next two phases would take.

“If we do all three [phases], and if they ramp 
up to be able to export enough oil barrels per day 
we’d probably use all three, at the end it’s upwards 
of $20 billion we’re talking about,” Vickers said. 
“The other two phases haven’t had feasibility stud-
ies done on them yet—that needs to be done and 
brought to the business plan stage.”

The Alberta-Alaska rail link has received lead-
ership support from First Nations in the Yukon 
and BC, as well as leadership support from the 
Alaska tribes along the proposed railway route, 
Vickers said. G7G will work to complete the proj-
ect’s feasibility study, business plan, and First 
Nations consultation, Vickers said. 

Grain storage domes to open at Port of Hamilton
Agribusiness�firm�Parrish�and�Heimbecker�(P&H)�has�
opened�twin�storage�domes�that�can�house�over�60,000�
tonnes�of�agricultural�product�at�the�Port�of�Hamilton.�The�
terminal�will�be�a�primary�centre�for�P&H�to�move�grains�
and�other�agricultural�commodities.�
The�specialized�floor�conveyor�system�will�increase�loading�

and�discharge�speed�for�trucks,�rail�cars�and�ships,�said�P&H.��
The�domes�can�handle�protein�meals,�sugar,�salt�and�granu-
lar�fertilizer,�as�well�as�traditional�coarse�grains�that�move�
through�the�port.
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By MM&D Staff
Threats from terrorism and piracy are 
increasing and as they affect supply 
chains, organizations must work to coun-
teract them. That’s the message from a 
recent report, “Transportation & Logistics 
2030: Volume 4: Securing the Supply 
Chain”, by PricewaterhouseCoopers.

The report is based on an analysis of 
the importance of supply chain security 
for the transportation and logistics indus-
try, and the methodology used involved 
both desk research and the results of a 
Delphi survey among 80 subject-matter 
experts from 25 countries.
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3PL opens facility in Ireland
New Breed Logistics has opened 
a manufacturing support facility 
in Belfast, Ireland to support the 
assembly of the advanced composite 
wings for Bombardier’s new CSeries 
aircraft. New Breed, a North Carolina-
based provider of outsourced logistics 
services and supply chain consulting, 
will provide services to Bombardier 
Aerospace in Belfast including kitting 
for the CSeries aircraft wings, as well 
as kit engineering and production 
and some inbound transportation 
management. New Breed’s aerospace 
business intelligence solutions will 
help provide visibility of orders, 
inventory availability, performance 
metrics and service levels. 

Menlo expands in Singapore
Menlo Worldwide Logistics, the 

Global Focus

Keeping the supply 
chain secure
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Piracy’s direct costs in 2010 are estimated as 
high as US$12 billion, the report says.  Indirect 
costs can include losses in revenues for canal 
fees, as well as loss of use and work hours if ships 
and their crew are held hostage. Terrorism also 
remains a concern, the report notes, since several 
locations crucial to the smooth flow of supply 
chains are vulnerable to attack.

Transportation and logistics companies must 
consider security concerns when choosing their 
routes, the report says. It’s important those com-
panies look at how dependent they are on logistics 
hubs and assess how to reduce potential threats. 
Organizations will also need to be prepared to 
respond quickly if risks change.

Since the supply chain relies heavily on infor-
mation and communication technology, the report 
says, cyber attacks intended to cause physical dam-
age will be an increasing threat. Companies will 
have to be prepared to make greater investments 
to secure technologies from cyber attacks will be 
necessary. 

Does all this emphasis on improving security 
measures mean profits will decline? Not neces-
sarily, the report stresses. Well-planned invest-
ments provide a payback not only in terms of loss 

Supply Chain Scan

prevention, but also by enhancing supply chain performance.
As well, it’s important to look at future scenarios and manage security 

proactively. Reacting to crisis situations is not enough—companies must 
find the right combination of preventive and reactive measures to achieve 
optimal level of supply chain security. Organizations need to consider 
the possible, not just the probable, along with keeping an eye on so-called 
wildcard events. That means looking at possible financial impact, the 
vulnerability of their business model and their ability to react to low-
probability, high-impact events.

And while they won’t need to go it completely alone, transportation 
and logistics companies shouldn’t expect government to pick up the 
slack, the report says. Governments won’t take a leading role in executing 
supply chain security, although they will continue to regulate security 
measures. Companies must work together with government institutions 
to develop new security standards that are both effective and efficient. 
For example, the report notes, security audits along the supply chain will 
become a requirement to maintain effective levels of security. 

Technology can help increase security, but people are also needed 
to provide human intelligence and good governance, the report says. 
Supply chain security is challenging, but there are opportunities too. 
Companies which develop flexible, agile systems that can respond 
quickly and appropriately to crises—and avoid threats when possible—
will have a competitive advantage.

Global Focus
global logistics subsidiary of Con-way Inc, is expanding 
its presence in Singapore with a new 400,000sqf 
warehousing and retail distribution management 
centre. The company already has seven facilities in the 
country, which support the supply chain operations 
of customers in aerospace, retail consumer electronics 
and apparel, automotive, wine and spirits, chemical 
and industrial products businesses. The new centre will 
feature a building design and construction materials that 
emphasize environmental sustainability and high levels 
of energy and water efficiency.

Maersk joins World Ocean Council
AP Moller–Maersk has joined the World Ocean 
Council to support the organization’s efforts to 
promote sustainable development and stewardship 
through collaboration across private sector industries. 
Maersk, which operates mainly in the shipping 
and energy industries, says its environmental 
strategy pledges to protect marine environments 
and biodiversity, as well as reducing the impacts of 
operations at sea.
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TIA report surveys 3PL landscape
rate of TL. Total revenue per shipment increased by 
nine percent to US$1,631, with LTL the only mode 
with an increase in profit margin. Overall, profit 
margin decreased by 2.9 percent while costs per 
gallon increased 26 percent.

Looking ahead to the second quarter of 2011, 
70 percent of participants expected more business 
from core customers. The expected increase is just 
over six percent. Capacity remains tight for all 
modes, the report says.

Along with fact-based information, the TIA 
3PL Market Report seeks to gauge participants’ 
perceptions of where the market is headed in the 
near future. About 70 percent of those respondents 
expected to see more business from core customers 
in the short term. 
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CITT has announced the 2011 Academic Award
winners. Eight CITT-certified professionals and one
undergraduate will be recognized at CITT’s Annual
Awards Dinner on October 28th at Reposition 2011 in
Montreal. The 2011 award winners are:
Trevor Colbeck, Colbeck & Clarke Inc (Mississauga)
earned the James T Mackenzie Memorial Award, CITT’s
most prestigious academic honour. Flavio Menegazzo
(Mississauga) earned the Charles Laferle Memorial
Award. Brian Pinter, Suncor (Calgary) earned the
Thomas J McTague Memorial Award for the highest
academic standing in Integrated Logistics. Barry 
Hnatchuk, Manitoulin Logistics (Calgary) earned the
J Stuart Robertson Memorial Award for the highest
academic standing in Transportation Law. Julie 
Begley, Bunge Canada (Oakville) and Karen Singh, LG
Electronics Canada Inc (Mississauga) shared the Charles
D Edsforth Memorial Award for the highest academic
standing in Transportation Economics. Helen Song,
Expeditors Canada Inc (Mississauga) and Kausalya 
Sridhar, (Mississauga) shared the Robert A Hains
Award for the highest academic standing in Logistics

Decision Modelling. Jane Bridges, CITT, Monarch
Industries (Winnipeg) earned the Unique Personnel
Human Resources Award.

The not-for-profit organization AceTech has honoured
Jason Tham, CEO of Toronto-based Nulogy
Corporation, with its unique leadership award. Tham
was recognized for his leadership and ability to
introduce product innovation that led to customer
growth and global adoption.
AceTech, which is composed of CEOs of technology
companies, recognizes CEOs for their ability to
innovate and lead their organizations. Nulogy provides
cloud-computing software for real-time management
of inventory, production, costing and quoting, to
clients around the world.

Kellogg Company recognized DSC Logistics with its
Diamond Club award for the second year. The Diamond
Club recognizes diverse suppliers with which Kellogg
spends US$25 million or more annually. The partnership
between Kellog and DSC dates back to 1988.

Benchmarks

Total shipments among third party logistics (3PL) companies grew 
slightly in the first quarter of 2011—an encouraging sign given the fourth 
quarter is the traditional peak. That’s according to the Transportation 
Intermediaries Association’s (TIA) “3PL Market Report, First Quarter 
2011”. The report consists of information from 39 TIA members who 
contribute the monthly data. Participants reported activity in six modes 
or services, with intermodal, TL and LTL accounting for 98 percent of 
that activity.

The uptick in shipments was small, at 0.1 percent, the report said. 
Intermodal shipment growth outpaced truckload (TL) and less-than-truck-
load (LTL), making up 72 percent of all activity. Meanwhile, LTL was the 
only mode with an increase in revenue per shipment and an increase in 
percentage profit margin. Total revenue was down slightly at 1.3 percent, 
driven by a decrease in revenue per shipment.

In comparing the first quarter of 2011 with the first quarter of 2010, total 
shipments grew 7.4 percent, with intermodal and LTL growing at twice the 
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The world’s lightest multi-use pallet is a heavyweight when it comes to putting money 
on the bottom line. Saving as much as $2 per unitized load, it’s in a class by itself. 
Thanks to lower transport costs, more product per pallet, less production downtime 
and fewer returned loads, it all adds up to a ton of savings. Now that’s heavy.
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Movers + Shakers
John Gunn has joined Canadian 
Forklift Distributors Limited. Gunn has 
taken on the role of director of dealer 
development, Ontario and Eastern US.

OmniTRAX Canada Inc has named 
Brad Chase president of the company. 
Chase was previously senior vice-
president at Kleysen Group LP in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Christopher Connor is the new 
chief commercial officer for Wallenius 
Wilhelmsen Logistics’s global organization. 
Raymond Fitzgerald has been named 
president of WWL Americas. Most 
recently Fitzgerald was president and CEO 
of American Roll-on Roll-off Carrier.

Harry Drajpuch is the new president 
and CEO of Weber Logistics. Drajpuch 
has more than 30 years of experience 
in the third-party logistics industry.

The board of directors of the 
Intermodal Transportation Institute 
(ITI) at the University of Denver 
recently elected Michelle Livingstone
as a new board member. The board 
also elected two retired ITI board 
members to its board emeritus status. 
They are John Bowe and Alan Stone. 

Jervis B Webb Company has named 
Mike Roberts its new regional sales 
manager of its bulk material handling 
division for the US and Canada. 

John Gunn

Mike Roberts

Harry Drajpuch

Brad Chase
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Professional Development Directory

RISING TO THE CHALLENGE
OIPMAC 14th Annual Conference

Toronto Congress Centre         October 14 -15, 2011

www.oipmac.ca/events/2011annualconference.aspx

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  *  CSCMP CONVOCATION  *  TRADE SHOW
  6  KEYNOTE SPEAKERS   *  17 CONCURRENT SESSIONS  *  EXCELLENT NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES  

Advertorial

Learn about new and emerging practices 
in Supply Chain Management

The Ontario Institute of the Purchasing Management Association of 
Canada’s 2011 Annual Conference, which takes place October 14th 
and 15th at the Toronto Congress Centre, offers an excellent forum 
for strategic procurement professionals to expand their knowledge 
of the latest developments in managing and improving supply 
chains. The Conference is open to anyone with an interest in Supply 
Chain Management, whether it be an executive with many years of 
experience in the industry, or someone thinking of a career change 
wanting to learn more about SCM.  You can find valuable information 
about the very latest industry news, trends and best practices in SCM 
at OIPMAC’s annual conference.

Among the six keynotes speakers at the conference is Manjit Minhas, 
founder of Mountain Crest Brewing Company, the 11th largest brewery 
in the world. Manjit will explain how to market a business on a shoe-
string budget, and how to identify the market gaps your competitors 
are ignoring to use them to your advantage. She will also demonstrate 

why trust is such a big part of building business relationships. 
Another speaker who will offer valuable business tips is Lee-Anne 
McAlear, Program Director in the Schulich School of Business Centre 
of Excellence in Innovation Management. Lee-Anne will talk about 
how you can streamline and maximize your SCM department. Lee-
Anne has been a consultant for Fortune 500 companies for more 
than 20 years, providing innovative tools to enhance efficiency and 
effectiveness within an organization. Her easy-to-use processes and 
tools can be used immediately, individually and in teams. 

Attendees at OIPMAC’s 2011 Annual Conference will have the 
opportunity to network with their peers, and shop for new services 
and products at the concurrent SCM tradeshow. 

Can your logistics staff choose the best routing options, do the necessary calculations and complete  

the required documentation? Do your employees know how to properly use Incoterms?

Register by August 26th for September start

www.ciffa.com, go to ‘Education’, ‘Register Online’     education@ciffa.com; 416-234-5100 (225)

CIFFA International Transportation & Trade Program Registration Open

To learn more about OIPMAC’s 2011 Annual Conference and to 
register, visit us on-line at www.oipmac.ca, or contact us at 
tel. (416) 977-7566, or toll-free at 1-877-726-6968. Professional Development Directory
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New dashboard tracks 
carbon emissions
DHL Global Forwarding, Freight has launched a new carbon emis-
sions tracking service called the GOGREEN Carbon Dashboard. 

The company says customers can use the dashboard to choose 
from several reports to better understand what drives carbon emis-
sions. The system records carbon emissions coming from both DHL 
and third-party sources in an effort to provide users with a single 
carbon measurement platform.

The tool looks at several transport modes—including pickup, 
delivery and the rest of the supply chain—and helps to account for 
and manage carbon emissions, with CO2 mapping available instantly 
from a web-based hub.

“Up to 50 percent of the carbon footprint of a product comes 
from the supply chain,” says Kathrin Brost, vice-president, DHL 
Global Forwarding, Freight Green Strategy. “In the future, carbon 
will become a global currency. The new carbon dashboard helps our 
customers identify their impact in detail so that together we can 
find greener solutions wherever possible.”

The dashboard ensures a standard calculation approach and 
treats CO2 as a business parameter, said DHL. The tool puts such 
emissions into relation with other supply chain parameters such 
as volumes shipped, product density and trade lane efficiency, the 
company said.

The company said users could use the tool to decide between 
various carbon reduction scenarios for their shipments. 

Second career for 
pallets, containers
A new website aims to give pallets and containers 
a new life after they’ve been used. The website, 
run by US-based Flexcon Container, allows any-
one with unneeded containers or pallets to list 
their items. Buyers looking for used or overstock 
product can navigate the site to find the container 
or pallet that best suits their needs. 

Along with 
helping connect 
people to pallets, 
the site also pro-
motes sustainabil-
ity, says Flexcon 
Container, since it 
allows organiza-
tions to re-use 
products rather 
than making new 
ones and throwing 
out the old.

Those looking 
to buy or sell first 
register on the site and can then search for pal-
lets and containers by length, height, volume, 
condition (used/refurbished, new or overstock) 
or location. MM&D
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Grimsby, Ontario-based RMT Robotics, a Cimcorp
Oy company, has signed an agreement to supply an
automated tire palletizing system for Bridgestone
in Europe. RMT’s cured tire system is an integrated
network of in-feed conveyor, robotic stacker gantries,
palletizing robots and unit load handling systems
designed to automatically manage all the tires
produced in the facility.

SeD Logistiques is deploying TAGSYS’s new FiTS
solution at its distribution centre in Paris. SeD is a
global third-party logistics supplier that provides
storage and distribution support for a number of
apparel brands. FiTS is a commercial, off-the-shelf, end-
to-end supply chain system designed specifically by
TAGSYS for the apparel, footwear and retail markets.

CN will build two extended sidings on its Northern
Ontario main line this year, bringing its investments in
seven long sidings in the corridor to over $30 million. Two

additional extended sidings are planned for this main line
in 2012. The line sees an average of 14 freight trains daily.

CITT has added a scholarship to academic bursaries.
The National Transportation Brokers Association
(NTBA) is sponsoring one scholarship of $500 available
annually to a CITT candidate who has completed the
transportation systems and logistics processes courses.

Ryder System Inc has expanded its full-service lease
contract with CEVA Logistics, adding more than 1,000
trailers to support its domestic US ground business,
including CEVA’s ground and freight management
businesses.

Competec, an IT trading group, has commissioned
Swisslog to install its automatic small parts and
container storage system, AutoStore. The installation
will begin this fall at what will become the largest
electronics distribution centre in Switzerland.

Done Deals
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Give your business a competitive advantage with Purolator Freight®, off ering premium services, 

including individual skid-level tracking for your less-than-truckload (LTL) shipments. Our suite 

of specialized online tools gives you maximum control over your orders, helping you eff ectively 

manage your inventory in transit and the needs of your customers with greater precision. 

With the resources, support and coast-to-coast coverage of Canada’s largest courier company, 

we will help take your business wherever it needs to go. To learn more about our network 

unlike any other, visit purolator.com/freight

Freight from a network unlike 
any other. Check.

purolator.com/freight
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Cutting through 

the fog

By Michael Power

Supply chain visibility gives you the ability to 
act if cargo goes missing, gets tangled up at 

the border or otherwise slides off the rails. Not 
having this visibility can mean shortsighted deci-

sions. What tools can help you to maintain visibility? What risks lurk when 
you don’t have proper visibility? 

For Dan Georgescu, the risks of not maintaining visibility are huge. 
Georgescu, who heads up global sourcing for Ford Motor Company of Canada, 
notes the supply chain for the company is nothing if not complex. Ford has 
roughly 6,000 tier-one suppliers, and the number of tiers can be high. 

How visibility can help organizations weather supply chain storms
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“It’s very difficult to estimate the total number of suppliers in our supply 
chain,” he says. “Since the number of tier-one vendors is so high, our visibility 
is kind of restricted to those. We focus our resources to look at our tier-one 
suppliers and count on them to propagate our strategies deeper in the supply 
chain. So we’re putting policies in place to mitigate the visibility risk.”

To Georgescu, the greatest risk lies in quality issues and supply disruption. 
At thousands of dollars per minute, Georgescu notes, supply chain disruption 
is extremely expensive. 

Such disruptions can seemingly come from nowhere. When the earth-
quake and subsequent tsunami hit Japan on March 11, Ford reacted fast to 
secure from Asia whatever supply it could, and develop alternative sources 
to replace those lost to the disaster. Luckily, Georgescu says, Ford was suc-
cessful in seeing that none of its plants was shut down due to the crisis.

“In order to be able to do this, you have to have a structure that allows 
you to immediately dedicate resources to such an event,” he says. 

Border delays
Cargo can also be delayed at the border and a lack of visibility in the supply 
chain means not knowing the reason for a delay, or how long it will take, 
says Candace Sider, Livingston International’s director of regulatory affairs 
for Canada. For example, a shipment can be delayed while crossing into 
Canada while the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) examines it. Or, 
other government departments may have release requirements that haven’t 
been met. If cargo is stopped at the border, the delay can be several days. 
“That can lead to assumptions that it’s delayed at one end of the supply chain 
but really it hasn’t even been released from Customs yet,” she says. 

The solution comes in the form of a real-time tracking system. Livingston 
uses a suite of web-based tools for importers called Insight. Importers can 
log in and check where their cargo is. The system updates itself based on, 
for example, whether there’s a Customs release, if cargo gets pulled at the 
border for examination and so forth, Sider says. “It’s continually updated 
so it gives that importer or exporter visibility,” Sider says.

Organized information
It’s no longer only supply chain professionals within organizations who 
need that visibility, says Dan Carruthers, director of supply chain solutions 
at Oakville, Ontario-based Lakeside Logistics Inc. Other departments within 
an organization also benefit from access to the information. And providing 
those business areas with that intelligence helps to improve communication 
and break down silos within companies.

“But there’s all sorts of people within organizations that should be look-
ing at the information,” says Carruthers. “We provide it so the financial 
people can look at it, customer service or sales can look at. We try to give 
them information so that each one of those functions can come in and get 
that information without having to chase it through the organization.”

Lakeside Logistics provides day-to-day information about a customer’s 
goods—what Carruthers calls transactional information. This includes data 
such as a shipment’s location, what time it will arrive and whether it will 
be late.

“The traditional way to get the information is, I’ll pick up the phone and 
call somebody,” he says. “You play telephone tag, or you send them an email 
and they may not respond or it might get sent it to the wrong person. They 
might be away. We force that information to them. They’ve got a job to do 
and they’re relying on some of that information either to make day-to-day 
decisions or to handle events that are going sideways.”

The company also provides customers with 
“executive management” information, Carruthers 
says. That information is organized to include a 
look at where their business sits in terms of costs, 
on-time performance, by customer, ship point or 
other KPI they want, he says. 

“Distribution is very complex,” Carruthers 
says. “The information doesn’t come in a nice, 
convenient form. What we’re trying to do is put 
it back into the same unit of measure that they 
measure everything else with, so they can under-
stand the cost impact of what they’ve done and 
see whether they’re making any money.”

For Keith Lambert, senior vice-president of 
The Forzani Group, integration provides visibil-
ity. His company is now blending together its 
software systems—such as its financial planning, 
open-to-buy, merchandizing and allocation-and-
replenishment systems. That integration, which 
Lambert says will wrap up next year, will allow 
those systems to be viewed concurrently and in 
a consolidated form.

“No two systems are alike, so no two systems 
are going to give you the same information,” 
Lambert says. “Integration means you can get the 
visibility you’re looking for. You get the view into 
one as opposed to having five separate windows 
open, and you have to go back and forth into dif-
ferent systems to understand it.”

Information overload?
So can you have too much information? Is it always 
important to know exactly where cargo is?

When operating in a just-in-time environment, 
it’s tough to imagine getting too much informa-
tion, says Georgescu. Any supply chain hiccup is 
immediately felt. And with so much information 
produced by technology and automated systems, 
it’s easy to retrieve and digest only the information 
one needs, rather than sifting through unorga-
nized data. “A lot of information is handled by 
software,” he says. “That means, when a decision-
maker needs that information he goes to the par-
ticular database and pulls the report he needs.”

Carruthers shares that enthusiasm for informa-
tion. With people now looking for instant informa-
tion access and instant results, it’s important to keep 
data as current as possible. But clients may need help 
understanding what information is available and 
using that information as effectively as possible.

“It’s not good if you throw volumes of data at 
them that they have to sort through,” he says. “You 
have to understand what they use the data for and 
put it in a format so they can quickly get at it and 
use it.” MM&D
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Register today! Limited capacity.

$50.00 Registration Fee

Online: www.Dematic.us/WLSC

Email: Usinfo@dematic.com

Call: 1-877-725-7500

You Are Invited to Attend the

Warehouse Lifecycle Support Conference

Join us to learn how to:
•  Increase throughput, uptime, 

accuracy, performance

•  Optimize processes, allow staff to 

be more productive

•  Extend the life of your systems 

(hardware & software)

•  Improve system performance with 

upgrades kits

•  Implement best maintenance 

practices & techniques

Who should attend:
•  Users of any brand of material 

handling system

• Maintenance Managers

• Operations Managers & Supervisors

•  Material Handling & Industrial 

Engineers

• IT Engineers & Managers

A one day event focused on Operations and Maintenance of 

material handling systems (convey & sort, ASRS, AGVS, etc.)

 in the factory, warehouse and distribution center

Wednesday, October 5, 2011
Delta Meadowvale Resort  

& Conference Centre

6750 Mississauga Road

Mississauga, Ontario  L5N 2L3
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25th Annual Conference on 
Transportation Innovation 
and Cost Savings
On Thursday September 22nd, 2011, you are invited to attend a one-day 
conference that has become the largest educational event for shippers and 
supply chain practitioners in Canada.

The Woodbine Racetrack and Entertainment Center, 30 Regent Blvd., Toronto
www.transportconference.net

Featured Speakers:
•  Silvy Wright, President, Markel Insurance, Toronto, who will be speaking on risk management in the Canadian 

motor carrier industry; 
•  tim Koerner, CN VP Vice President and Chief Security Officer, Montreal, who will be speaking on cross-border 

security issues from a rail perspective; 
•  miKe riggS, Chairman, Jack Cooper Holdings Corp, Atlanta, who has expanded the operations of this 

auto-hauler in Canada and the company is approaching 2500 employees and $500 million in  
North American revenues; 

•  richard KunSt and mariela caStano, President and Vice President of Kunst Solutions Corp, Toronto, 
who will be addressing the subject of lean logistics from an operational perspective; 

•  robert lande, CFO, FXCM, Forex Capital Markets, New York, who will be speaking about Foreign Exchange 
Markets, and in particular, Canada-U.S. currency; 

•  george magliano, Sr. Principal Economist, IHS Global Insight, New York, will address the issues involving the 
significant automotive haulage changes which have occurred since March 2011, in North America; 

•  eric Zalud, Partner, Benesch Friedlander, Cleveland, who will be speaking about the increased liability for brokers 
and shippers when engaging carriers in the United States, according to the new CSA safety monitoring standards; 

•  david baldWin, Partner, Potter Anderson & Corroon LLP, Delaware, who will be speaking about US 
Bankruptcy law and how it applies to transportation companies; 

•  george StalK, Senior Advisor and a BCG Fellow of the Boston Consulting Group, will be addressing the issue 
of the inadequacy of both rail and truck infrastructures in North America in the next decade; 

•  martin colbecK, Regional Sales Manager, Auto Warehousing, Michigan, who will be addressing the issue of 
surviving the volatility of increasing volumes in the auto industry; 

•  marK FeduKe, Director, Trade Compliance, VLM Foods will be addressing the new Food Safety Modernization 
Act and E-manifest as it pertains to the future licensing of food importers; 

•  PatricK oStroWSKi, CTPAT, Supply Chain Specialist, Buffalo, NY Field Office, who will be speaking on the new 
developments in cross-border security issues and regulations; 

•  dr. KenricK Jordan, Senior Economist, BMO Capital Markets, will be speaking on the Economic Outlook for 
Canada in the next year; 

•  guillermo Schible, Hodder Barristers, Toronto, who will be discussing the five hot topics in 
transportation litigation.

•  StePhen leoPold, Chairman, Avison Young, Quebec, will be addressing strategies to rebound from negative 
economic volatility within the transport industry. 

•  andreW lloyd, Associate, Davis LLP, Calgary, will be analyzing frequently used clauses in transportation contracts.

Featured Moderators:
doug munro, M-O Freightworks • John Fiorilla, Capehart and Scatchard • William Kerrigan, 
Global Logistics Consulting • lou SmyrliS, Canadian Transportation & Logistics • chriStine broWn, Consultant

Focus Workshops:
lean logistics Workshop   automotive logistics Workshop
transportation law Workshop  Shipper-carrier breakout

Last year, over 300 companies attended the event in order to learn and exchange views on logistics innovation 
and cost savings. Manufacturing companies from the consumer goods, automotive, grocery industries, as well 
as trucking, railways and intermediaries, receive an overview of the solutions to a number of current problems 
in the transport industry.  This year we shall be focusing on Canada/US currency exchange, fuel cost volatility, 
developments with regards to trucking insurance and the lack of rail and truck capacity upon economic recovery.

For more information please visit our website: www.transportconference.net. To register, please contact 
Dr. Richard Lande at (905)319-1244 or email at rlande@cogeco.ca. The cost of this event is $875 for 
1 person or $1650 for 2 persons (plus HST).  For information on the Woodbine Conference Center,  
visit: www.woodbineentertainment.com. 
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A tailored fit
Today’s warehouse management systems offer a broad range of 
functions to suit companies’ specific needs

MM&D | July/August 2011 23

By Michael Power

Jennifer Shannon can’t say enough good things 
about her company’s warehouse management 

system (WMS). The vice-president of supply chain 
for the Shandex Group said the Pickering, Ontario-
based distribution and logistics company went 
live with the system two years ago with RF 
Pathways’ WMS software, version 300. After 21 
years, it’s the first foray into WMS systems for 
Shandex’s DCs. 

It has really transformed our company,” 
Shannon says. “Obviously, it gives you visibility 
into your inventory; you have more control. We 
use it for all the quality features, quarantining 
and releasing product. It’s helped us on cycle 
counts and our year-end inventory.”

Version 300 has an updated console user inter-
face that RF Pathways says allows users to get more 
out of applications. Added functions include mul-
tiple filter capabilities for queries, viewing header 
and detail information simultaneously, simplified 
system administration and embedded controls for 
on/off functionality.

The system’s audit function is particularly 
appealing to Shandex, says 
Shannon, since the 
company is 

licensed to distribute pharmaceuticals and natural health products and 
Health Canada audits the company regularly. Every transaction is recorded 
and can easily be traced.

“It gives that whole other level of control and traceability which has been 
integral to our business,” she says.

Improved cash flow
Another boost Shandex has seen since it began using a WMS has been from 
a cash-flow perspective. Shannon says by using version 300, the company 
now ships and invoice the same day. “Our invoice timing has improved as 
the process has become more automated,” she notes. “You can ship and be 
invoiced at the door within an hour of each other—that was huge for us.”

WMS systems on the market continue to evolve to suit the needs of 
warehouse and distribution centres. So what is it that managers of such 
facilities are looking for?

According to Brian Ware, Versacold Canada’s director of national mar-
keting and business development, ensuring WMS functions are lean, efficient 
and time-saving is a major way the company is helping its clients. The 
logistics services provider operates 38 facilities servicing clients in Canada’s 
cold chain, and Versacold is rolling out its proprietary WMS system, Power 
2.0, across those facilities. The system has recently been upgraded and 
customized to the Canadian market.

“Our customers have spoken and we’ve listened,” Ware says. “In order 
for us to be a valuable partner, we need to continue to do things as efficiently 
as possible—this system will provide that efficiency.”

Power 2.0 is a fully integrated system, says Ware, meaning it’s available 
with all Versacold’s service offerings. Clients’ systems are tied directly 

to Versacold’s system, which also eliminates the need for heavy 
customer service or order entry staffing. 

“Our WMS system will also be fully 
integrated with our 
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transportation mangement system (TMS),” Ware says. “We have a national 
transportation network, and customers that are looking for full solutions 
will not only have the benefit of our WMS system but will have the benefit 
of our TMS system as well.”

Eliminate waste
Versacold’s WMS emphasizes eliminating wasted time and resources in a 
warehouse or DC and borrows from the Japanese management tool, Lean 
Six Sigma. For example, the more employees that handle an invoice before 
it goes to a customer, Ware notes, the more money it ends up costing the 
company. Power 2.0 focuses on streamlining such processes. 

“It’s something that Versacold has embraced—that was a big part of 
developing this WMS software,” Ware says. 

The system assigns tasks to employees and tracks how much time they 
spend accomplishing those tasks. The WMS can be tied into the voice-pick 
system, which reduces case pick errors to practically zero, since the system 
tells employee on the floor where to go and how many cases to pull. At every 
step, Ware says, employees have to confirm verbally that they’ve received 
an instruction.

“The advice I would have for any other DC or warehouse looking to 
implement a new WMS system would be, talk to your customers,” says Ware. 
“What do they want? How can you best meet those needs, and that will 
point you in the right direction of a system.”

Adaptability is key
One recent trend in WMS systems is the emphasis companies are placing 
on the need for “business intelligence”, says Jennifer Sherman, senior 
director, product strategy, at Oracle based in Redwood Shores, California. 
A few years ago, companies would ask what reports a WMS system pro-
vided, Sherman says. More recently, organizations want to know whether 
a WMS provides a dashboard providing configurable information rather 
than just reports.

“It has very much transitioned to, ‘tell me about your intelligence solu-
tion,’” Sherman says. “What they’re saying is, ‘what I’m going to need is 
going to change. Am I buy-
ing a tool that has an 
intelligence plat-
form that 

will allow my company to continue to evolve with-
out having to get a developer to write every new 
report that I need?’”

For example, Oracle’s system provides features 
such as conditional alerting. The system will show 
clients if a KPI such as on-time shipment percent-
age has declined out of range. The discrepancy 
will be highlighted on the screen, but clients can 
also receive an email alerting them to the fact. 

The Oracle WMS includes several other new 
features, including advanced wave planning to 
minimize material movements, optimize labour 
resources and integrate warehouse activities with 
transportation planning. The system also syn-
chronizes material handling with transportation, 
eliminating inbound material handling steps and 
increasing material flow.

Today’s WMS systems offer a large range of 
functions. So how to choose? What functionality 
a WMS offers now depends on what industry it’s 
servicing, says Brian Dawson, RF Pathway’s direc-
tor of supply chain solutions. For example, in the 
pharmaceutical industry, traceability is key, he 
notes. The company’s WMS provides security 
features to ensure that traceability. When someone 
logs onto the system, that employee will only see 
certain options—or be able to perform only certain 
tasks—depending on what approvals they have 
from the company’s management. 

But if a function makes sense for more than one 
client, Dawson says, that function can migrate into 
the WMS systems offered to other companies.

“If it makes sense for additional clients, it 
becomes part of the embedded code within our 
system and is offered to our clients within that same 
type of work environment,” he notes. “In the food 
industry, for example, if somebody has a control 
measure that wasn’t thought of at another company 

we’ll embed it as part of the standard 
system.” MM&D
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What is a penny worth to you?

Not much you say? You probably take them
for granted and throw them into a jar
somewhere. There’s even talk of getting rid
of them. But, if you are lucky enough to own
a rare 1936 “dot” Canadian penny – there
are only three known to exist – you have
something very valuable. In fact, at a recent
auction in New York, one of these pennies
fetched $400,000.

What is truck service worth to you?

Some shippers may think that trucking
service is as ubiquitous as the common
penny. And, like the penny they may take
truck service and their carriers for granted.
But, even with a modest turnaround in
economic activity, capacity in the trucking
industry is starting to tighten. Over the
longer-term, the demographics of the
trucking industry and tighter rules on
safety performance and driving hours
guarantee a critical shortage of truck
drivers and even tighter capacity. Like the
1936 penny, available trucking capacity will
become like gold to shippers wanting to
ensure their goods get to market. Your
relationship with your carrier will become
more important than ever.

www.ontruck.org
YOUR CARRIER

Worth Every Penny!
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By Michael Feaver

So, what’s a dollar worth to you these days as a business leader or owner? 
It’s no stretch to say it’s worth less than it once was. Today, businesses 

must be more and more creative when it comes to where, when and how 
they source their products and services in order to successfully manage the 
costs of running a business.

In fact, over the last five to 10 years, many Canadian firms have had to 
shift business models in reaction to fluctuating conditions. 

Those conditions include: 
• transportation challenges • changing consumer demand
• margin retention • regulatory changes
• border issues • political instability
• tax and duties • higher input costs like fuel and labour
• the impact of natural disasters.

A number of these conditions have had a negative effect on the cost of 
operating supply chains, either as a direct expense or as poor customer 
experiences. With so many variables, it becomes increasingly difficult to 
determine what approach businesses should consider in managing the costs 
of their supply chain.

Driving costs out of the system through productivity enhancements and cost 
management has been key for companies to maintaining a competitive position 
in both domestic and global markets. That said, you also have to consider cus-
tomer satisfaction. Choices you make to better manage your supply chain and 
maximize your cash flow may have an impact on the customer experience you 
deliver. The lowest cost solution may not always provide customers the experi-
ence they’re looking for. Careful consideration of these choices can give you a 
competitive advantage and has the potential to improve the three key drivers of 
financial performance—growth, profitability and capital utilization.

Let’s look at a few techniques that can help you mitigate those variables 
and make the most of your supply chain.

Improve your cash conversion cycle
Instead of simply managing inventory, supply chain professionals increas-
ingly are finding their way into the boardroom as active participants in 
business planning and strategy sessions. This coordinated effort should 
include discussions about accounts receivables, accounts payables, procure-
ment and sales. This should be a company-wide focus to ensure that, as a 
team, you are finding the right recipe for your business.

Comb through your business practices
Are you taking all the supplier discounts that you can? Can you find an alter-
native supplier that may not be low cost but is more conveniently located for 
delivery to your customers? Do you need to hold so much inventory? How 
strong is your accounts receivables collection process? Can you be more dili-
gent or offer incentives for timely payment? Can you extend your payment 
terms with your suppliers and if so, under what terms? Changing the mix of 
your accounts receivable, accounts payable and inventory can fundamentally 
change the volume and financing costs of your cash flow.

To enhance the value of your assets to the business, you can also explore 

Dollars and sense
Managing the cost of your supply chain

financing options, such as asset-based lending 
and selective invoice discounting. Again, it’s worth 
considering potential effect on customers and 
suppliers of such decisions, including any risks 
they might introduce.

Assess your risk management
How do you assess the various types of risk in 
your supply chain today? Do you have a regular 
process you follow?

In light of global events over the last three years, 
businesses are investing more time in conducting 
due diligence and risk assessments of their supply 
chains, particularly with regard to supplier and 
financial risk. Take, for example, the recent earth-
quake and tsunami in Japan. North American car 
manufacturers had to stop their production lines 
as key components for vehicles were not available. 
In such situations, having a secondary but higher-
cost alternative supplier could help ensure your 
customers receive their product while maintaining 
a consistent level of customer satisfaction.

Avoid missed opportunities
Some businesses put themselves at a disadvantage 
because they look to eliminate risk rather than 
mitigating or managing it. There are benefits to 
minimizing landed-cost risk under different sce-
narios, with a goal of having the highest customer 
satisfaction—even if it’s not at the lowest cost.

There are a number of financial tools and strate-
gies to assist in managing various forms of risk, 
such as foreign exchange contracts, letters of credit, 
interest rate hedging, receivables insurance, and 
selective invoice discounting, just to name a few. 
They each have different features and goals, but 
when used appropriately can be very effective in 
providing more certainty and can fuel the growth 
of your business into new markets. Talk to your 
banker about how he or she can help you navigate 
these options. Identifying the critical areas of risk 
in your supply chain is the first step toward finding 
ways to manage them.

Managing your costs will always be important 
as you make tradeoffs for quality, convenience 
and reliability. While business models and chal-
lenges will continue to evolve and are factors 
beyond your control, companies with the strongest 
and most efficient supply chain will come out on 
top. Consider your choices and seek opportunities 
to manage your costs more effectively. MM&D

Michael Feaver is national manager, 
supply chain at RBC Royal Bank. 
michael.feaver@rbc.com
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No matter the size of your fl eet; when you’re running effi ciently, 
you’re seeing more profi t. With Shaw Tracking’s proven results, 
your operation will reach its optimal performance level. 
Our Performance Monitoring with Fuel Manager ensures you can 
track both your driver and vehicle performance to achieve:

■ Up to $4,800 in fuel savings annually per truck 
 (up to $400 per month) with every (0.50) MPG improvement.
■ A minimum of $1,250 in tire savings per truck with the 
 elimination of hard braking and speeding.
■ Drivers with safe and effi cient driving habits imperative for
 CVOR and CSA 2010 ratings.

So if you’re wondering if Shaw Tracking is right for you, ask yourself: 
With greater control over your profi tability, can you afford to go 
without it?

Call 1.800.478.9511 or visit SHAWTRACKING.CA

24/7/365SERVICE
TSX 60 / NYSE

Get your profi ts 
out of neutral.
Get your profi ts 
out of neutral.
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PMAC
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TORONTO CONGRESS CENTRE
650 Dixon Rd. Toronto, Ontario
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14 - 15

www.oipmac.ca

Annual General Meeting CSCMP Convocation

6 Keynote Speakers      17 Concurrent Sessions

Excellent Networking Opportunities  Trade Show
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30 years for Buckhorn
Buckhorn Canada, based in Brampton, Ontario, cel-
ebrated its 30th anniversary in June. The reusable pack-
aging products and services supplier has come a long 
way from a 200sqf location in Brampton to its current 
43,000sqf facility, says Jim Morrison, vice-president 
and GM. It’s also a company with many firsts under 
its belt. Buckhorn was first to launch a plastic bakery 
tray, plastic attached lid distribution container, plastic 
bulk seed-handling container and a reusable, inte-
grated plastic container and pallet system for the 
automotive industry. Morrison says witnessing the 
rise of the trend to environmentally friendly solutions 
was exciting. He also took pride in showing customers 
how to be more cost effective. Selling them Buckhorn’s 
solutions was about “getting involved with [the cus-
tomer’s] whole system. And operating like a consul-
tant,” he says. “I also have a number of plaques and 
stories that customers have given me in appreciation 
of good service. That has been very rewarding.”

System provides alerts
Logistics and transportation service provider Alliance 
Shippers Inc will outfit its fleet of 1,700 refrigerated 
trailers with Two-Way Monitoring and Control 
Systems from PAR Logistics Management Systems. 
PAR’s solution can provide real-time temperature 
monitoring during transit by road or rail, and offers 
immediate alerts to variances in temperature or a 
refrigerated trailer’s operating mode. 

PAR’s tracking and information system generates 
information to monitor and control refrigerated trailer 
temperatures, react and respond to alarms and optimize 
cold chain asset logistics and management. Customized 
reporting provides alerts on variances to refrigerated 
trailer temperatures, operability, low fuel, abnormal/
excessive fuel consumption and excessive dwell time. 
PAR also provides an independent hard-wired tempera-
ture probe to monitor and report every 15 minutes.

news

www.rfpathways.com
T: 866.823.6114

A World Class WMS Solution 
RF Pathways is a functionality rich warehouse management 
system that automates distribution processes.  Our system, 
combined with the recognized expertise of our staff, deliver 
first class operational benefits.

Contact us today for your free WMS assessment.

A subsidiary of Automation Associates Inc

Ultima chooses CHEP 
Longueuil, Quebec-based Ultima Foods Inc 

has signed a contract to transport its 
products on pallets from CHEP, a  
provider of pallet and container pool-
ing solutions. Ultima, which produces 
and distributes yogurt and fresh 
dairy products, will now ship Yoplait 
yogurt and other fresh dairy products 

on CHEP pallets from the company’s 
plant in Granby, Quebec to stores and 

foodservice operators across 
Canada. Ultima says it 

previously used a pallet 
exchange system that 
had increasing inspec-
tion, repair and replace-

ment costs. 
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Nestlé Waters Canada is innovating to keep its supply chain efficient

of innovations into its supply chain to continue to meet consumer and 
customer demands, and to produce an environmentally friendly product. 
In fact, the company has diverted 67 percent of its bottles across Canada 
from landfill sites.

Canadian Food Chain spoke with David Thorpe, director of supply chain 
for Nestlé Waters Canada, to discuss those innovations and the inside 
workings of the company’s supply chain and logistics.

Canadian Food Chain: Have there been recent developments in your 
supply chain?
David Thorpe: We prefer to only handle product once to prevent damage, 
so we’ll put it right onto a truck and go directly to our customers. About 30 
to 35 percent of the time we’re able to do that. It’s called direct line load, 

By Deanna Rosolen

Nestlé Waters Canada’s facilities in Hope, 
British Columbia and Puslinch, Ontario were 

singled out earlier this year by parent company 
Nestlé Waters North America when both were 
recognized with awards for supply chain of the 
year, logistics excellence and quality excellence. 

The two bottling sites and the company’s dis-
tribution facilities in Hope, Puslinch, Chilliwack, 
BC, and Laval, Quebec provide bottled water to 
a network of more than 145 retailers across 
Canada. The company has introduced a number 

Chain Reaction
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Please contact us for more information:
Email: info@versacold.com

www.versacold.com    
1–800–563–COLD (2653)

38 FACILITIES SERVICING ALL OF CANADA

VersaCold Logistics provides 
a wide range of services to 
importers/exporters, producers,
manufacturers, food service 
operators and retailers.

With Voice Pick™ technology, EDI, 
Power 2™ WMS systems, national/regional 
and local transportation capabilities.

� All of our facilities have
the ability to network with

sites in the U.S.

Joel Smith, Chief Executive 
Officer of Versacold is pleased 
to announce the appointment of :

Brian Ware to the position of
Director of National Marketing
& Business Development

VersaCold News...

Versacold_MM&D_Ad_Layout 1  12/07/11  8:20 PM  Page 1
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and we’ve been doing it for four or five years. 
You’ve got to be flexible to supply customers this 
way. And you’ve got to have excellent quality sys-
tems. You’re not putting product on hold, doing 
additional inspections or waiting for testing. It’s 
a very competitive market out there so it’s critical 
to create an efficient model and reduce costs. 

The idea came from one of our smaller factories 

•   Complete emptying in 30 seconds

•   Side access sliding door allows safe 
flow control

•   Stackable up to four high – saves 
floor space

•  Nestable for improved return ratio

•  Handles loads up to 2,500 lbs.

The Center Flow SeedBox
Buckhorn’s SeedBox is a convenient, efficient 
bulk container for all kinds of seed.

The SeedBox’s rugged HDPE construction  
delivers superior protection,  and best of all,  
SeedBoxes are reusable for years of service.

Increase productivity and safety in your seed  
handling with Buckhorn’s SeedBox.  To learn 
all of the advantages of  “Letting It Flow,” and 
about our leasing options…

Call 1.800.461.7579 or visit  
www.buckhorncanada.com

Let It Flow!
The best way to safely handle, stack, 
store and dispense seed

©2011 Buckhorn/Myers Industries, Inc.  Form No. 10148

With Buckhorn’s

in North America that didn’t have a lot of space to store products. The staff 
needed to come up with some creative ways to deal with their customers. 
And it does save a lot of time and money.

CFC: What other innovations have you been working on?
Thorpe: We continue to work on lightweighting and reducing the amount 
of plastic in our products. We used to make a half-litre bottle that was close 
to 20g of plastic. Now it’s down to 9.1g, the lightest bottle in the industry 

today. We also introduced recycled PET  
(rPET) packaging last year in our Montclair 
brand. The 500ml bottle is 100 percent rPET 
and the others are 50 percent rPET.

CFC: Has your supply chain changed over 
the years?
Thorpe: Twenty years ago the industry was 
about large-format, five-gallon and one-
gallon bottles. Then in the early- to mid-’90s 
people began looking for alternatives. That’s 
when the business changed the most. And 

Nestlé�Waters�Canada�is�a�leading�bottled�water�

company�in�Canada,�with�35�percent�marketshare.
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when companies like Walmart and Costco really boomed they changed the 
supply chain landscape. These companies wanted to be as efficient as pos-
sible, so they wanted to get the most products on a trailer. They challenged 
us from a supply chain standpoint and they’ve helped grow the business to 
where it is today. From a supply chain standpoint, packaging is what has 
changed the most with lightweighting and the challenges that come along 
with that.

CFC: How have your customers changed in terms of supply chain needs?
Thorpe: Traditionally we would take our 
product and ship it to a warehouse or dis-
tribution centre for our customers. Now 
they want us to go directly to their stores, 
which saves them money and time. 

Our customers don’t have to carry as 
much inventory and we can ship directly 
to two or three stores on one truck. That’s 
called the direct ship model (about 80 per-
cent of the volume in 500ml bottles is direct 
ship). We do that with Costco, Walmart 
and Metro. 

That’s a major change, which started 
four or five years ago. Our customers 
wanted this. It also evolved from promo-
tions. Instead of sending product to a ware-
house where the retailers might lose a day 
or two, we send it right to their store.

CFC: What challenges do you face? 
Thorpe: Keeping up with our customers. 
With lightweighting it’s more challenging 
to get the product to our customers in one 
piece. We’ve had to adapt the way we load 
the trucks. There’s the constant challenge 
to be better, lightweight, low cost. 

You need to listen to your customers—
they’ll tell you what they want. Five or six 
years ago who would have thought we’d 
be in a recycled PET container? But when 
our customers said, “We want a recycled 
container,” we had to get there quickly.

CFC: How did you adapt to transporting 
lighter-weight bottles?
Thorpe: In the way we make the bottles. 
We looked at what’s called top load, the 
ability of that bottle to hold weight. So the 
way you distribute the plastic throughout 
the bottle has to be exact. 

When you have a heavier bottle, it’s 
much easier to distribute plastic through-
out and get it to hold up. It’s easy to ship. 

At Air Canada Cargo, we guarantee uncompromised handling of all 
perishable items to maintain product freshness and taste. Our AC Fresh 
solution, coupled with our extensive network, enables chefs from around 
the world to use the freshest ingredients year-round.

Get a taste of superior customer service.

aircanadacargo.com

AC Expedair  |  AC Live  |  AC Secure  |  AC DGR  |  AC General Cargo 

AC Compassion  |  AC Cool chain  |  AC Post 

AC Fresh

A chef is only as good as the ingredients 
they work with. 

Air Canada Cargo  |  Going further.

As you lightweight it, you have to be exact as to 
how you distribute that plastic. Your margin for 
error becomes very narrow. So you get smarter, 
and more precise. 

It starts with the design, where you put the 
ribs. There’s a lot of thought behind our Eco-Shape 
bottle [introduced in 2007]. It took years to finalize 
it. That bottle looks great and is also functional—
and it has to survive the entire supply chain.  
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By using SCM software with integrated noti-
fication technology, manufacturers can send an 
alert to any number of suppliers and customers 
at once, and allow recipients to respond easily. An 
alert will reach them on office phones, mobile 
phones, SMS, emails, pagers, BlackBerry PIN-to-
PIN, fax, TTY or any IP-enabled device. The sender 
then has an automatic audit trail to easily determine 
who has received the message and who hasn’t, and 
keep a record of their responses. An alert can be 
sent to large customers, and with a touch of a key 
on their keypad, they can join a conference call 
to get questions answered and decide how to best 
manage a situation.

By Frank Mahdav 

The supply chain for any manufacturer can be complicated, but when it 
comes to food, the stakes are as high as human life. All it takes is one 

compromised ingredient and a long and complicated chain must be quickly 
untangled to make things safe again. The key to managing a tight supply 
chain is communication.

Full traceability
Manufacturers must be able to trace all ingredients along the chain, both 
back to their origin and forward to the consumer’s shopping cart—from 
farm to fork. Along the chain there are inspections, tests, label verifications, 
and so on. If food needs refrigeration, that also must be traceable along its 
entire route, and common allergens must be kept separate from other 
ingredients, with checkpoints all along the way. 

Despite all these protections, food alerts and recalls happen frequently, 
and when they do, reaction time is critical. Lot and date codes must be 
accurate and accessible; if not, more product than necessary will be recalled, 
something that can cause an economic disaster. Every bit of suspect product 
must be documented and recalled, whether a little or a lot.

 Sometimes a recall happens because of a problem with just one ingredient, 
like salt, that may be used in many ingredient-intensive products like salad 
dressing. To further complicate matters, the same product may show up 
under many different labels, giving it an even larger distribution pattern. 

Global complexity
For many years, companies have managed with a manual system of paper 
records to document their supply chain. With global food distribution, this 
has become tougher to do. “With regional, national or international distri-
bution, it can take a week to sort out a paper trail and figure out where all 
your ingredients came from and where your food products end up,” says 
Jack Payne, vice-president of enterprise software for CDC Software, and an 
expert in traceability technology for foodservice. “Then the task of notifying 
all those different suppliers and customers begins.” 

Proper tracking, with the ability to notify, is easier using technology. 
According to Payne, “If you couple SCM (supply chain management) 
software with integrated notification technology, you can quickly figure 
out who needs to know what, and have the ability to alert suppliers and 
customers before a problem develops.”

Supply chain management 
from farm to fork
Technology helps to put healthier, safer  
food onto consumers’ plates
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SCM software with integrated notification technology is also great for 
simply conveying important information, such as shipping alerts or delays. 

“Reports are great, but they happen after the fact. They are a bit like using 
your rearview mirror,” says Payne. “If you’re always looking behind you, 
you’re more likely to make a mistake on the road ahead.”

The right use of SCM software and notification helps companies keep 
their eyes on the road ahead. This makes operations more efficient, and puts 
healthier, safer food on the tables of consumers. 

Frank Mahdavi, chief strategy officer for MIR3, Inc, is an authority on 
enterprise software solutions with a specific expertise in market trends in the 
notification technology space. Contact him at info@mir3.com.

Easier recalls
Payne relates the tale of a food company producing 
dips shipped in glass bottles. The manufacturer 
received a load of bottles that on first inspection 
seemed fine, but once filled, revealed a flaw that 
made it seem as if  there was something foreign 
in the dip. Forty different products went into those 
bottles, and once packed, labelled and shipped 
they were distributed to 18 different retailers. 

The flaw wasn’t discovered until the product 
landed on the shelf, but once noticed, the entire 
lot had to be recalled. With notification technology 
in place, this complicated task of issuing a recall 
was completed in minutes. The manufacturer 
notified everyone along the supply chain by send-
ing a single alert—everyone was notified automati-
cally. Even if those goods had shipped to 1,000 
customers, tracking ingredients and notifying 
customers would still take just minutes with noti-
fication technology.

Toronto   Montreal   Vancouver www.lomaslogistics.com   800 575 3382  

Logistics defined 
Lomas defines logistics as a constant evolution of understanding. 
Fifty years of listening and delivering has provided us unmatched 
insight into the realities of supply chains. Our scope of services 
covers everything from dedicated warehousing and staging 
facilities to a multi-layered understanding of product applications 
and customer needs. Tell us about your logistics challenges. 
You’ll like how we define ‘solutions’.

“If you couple supply chain management software 
with integrated notification technology, you can 
quickly figure out who needs to know what, and 
have the ability to alert suppliers and customers 
before a problem develops.”
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Wondering whether a settlement you’ve drawn 
up is enforceable? Consider this scenario: 

a logistics services provider is sued by one of 
its customers for negligence and breach of 
contract with respect to transportation and 
logistics services the company provided. The 
4PL offers to settle the dispute; the customer 
accepts the offer and is delighted with the deal. 
But the 4PL has second thoughts and wants to undo 
the settlement and avoid having to comply with its terms.

Can the provider do that? Has a binding settlement not 
been drawn up? And will the court enforce the settlement?

The answer to all these questions is the same: it depends. The factual 
background and context of the settlement agreement as well as the pertinent 
principles of law—including those relating to contract law, the law of agency, 
the rules of equity, and rules of procedure—must be understood before reach-
ing any conclusions as to whether there is a binding and enforceable settlement 
in any given case. Some of these principles are summarized below.

Settlements are special
An agreement that is an explicit settlement of litigation or a compromise 
of a dispute is a special class of contracts that will generally be enforced by 
the courts. Since it is in everyone’s interest to conclude the dispute by the 
agreement made by the parties, the court’s policy is to strongly favour 
enforcement of the settlement.

Settlements are also contracts
A settlement is a contract formed when the parties agree to the essential 
terms. Once those terms have been agreed to—freely, voluntarily, and 
deliberately, well knowing their nature and what effect they will have—con-
tract law requires that the parties be held to what they have promised and 
to their negotiated bargains.

Strict rules for exceptions
A party looking to set aside a settlement must convince a court with strong 
evidence that valid grounds exist for doing so. A settlement agreement, like 
other contracts, can be set aside on several grounds, including misrepre-
sentation, fraud, duress, mistake of fact, lack of capacity, or if the agreement 
is unconscionable. But the party claiming those grounds must make it clear 
through evidence what the assertions are based on.

The courts require full compliance with the strict rules that govern when 
exceptions will be allowed to invalidate, or refuse to enforce, a settlement. 
The court will refuse bald assertions by the party who wants to set aside the 
agreement if those assertions don’t meet any of the grounds listed above. That 
party must therefore support its allegations with evidence that meets the very 

Legal Link | Marvin Huberman

To enforce or not to enforce
If that’s the question about a settlement, 
the answer the court gives can vary

high threshold set for 
parties asking the court 

to set aside a settlement. And 
frequently, since those parties do not 

meet the strict requirements to succeed on 
their claims, they fail in their attempt to have 
the court set aside their settlement.

Lessons Learned
To achieve a binding and enforceable settlement 

you have to do it right or don’t settle at all. To 
minimize the risk of the other side successfully 
challenging the settlement and therefore costing 
you money, consider the following:
• Don’t assume the settlement agreement can’t or 

won’t be challenged by the other side; and
• Don’t settle unless you understand the full nature 

and effect of the terms of settlement.
Also, it’s best to:

• Review the nature and effect of the proposed 
settlement;

• Properly detail, confirm and record the terms 
and conditions of the settlement; and

• Clearly and concisely draft the settlement docu-
ments, including formal minutes of settlement, 
an indemnification agreement, a release, a con-
fidentiality agreement and a court order (as are 
appropriate in the circumstances) especially if 
minors or other special parties are involved.

Challenges to settlement agreements arise fre-
quently. It is better to read about these cases in 
the media and law reports when they involve oth-
ers, rather than having to deal with them yourself. 
To paraphrase an ancient proverb: a wise person 
should learn from the mistakes made by others, 
and not from his or her own mistakes.

With the exercise of some due diligence we can 
maximize opportunities for achieving binding and 
enforceable settlements. We can minimize the risk 
of the other side successfully challenging the settle-
ment and having it set aside by the Court. MM&D

Marvin Huberman, LLM 
(www.marvinhuberman.com), is a 
Toronto lawyer, mediator and arbitrator.
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Materials Handling | Dave Luton

Keeping the fleet sweet 
What vehicle management software can do for you
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There’s no shortage 
of industries and 

areas within logistics 
that require the man-
agement of fleet vehi-
cles. Here are just a few 
examples: 
• Distribution centres or manufacturing plants 

using forklifts and lift trucks;
• Personnel handling and ground support equip-

ment at an airport;
• A rental car fleet or company auto fleet for an 

organization supplying vehicles to their sales 
representatives;

• A rental fleet for trailers or containers; and
• A transportation fleet of tractors and trailers.

The list goes on, with fleet sizes ranging from a 
few units to thousands, and users including both 
suppliers or their customers. The environments in 
which fleets operate can also range from facilities 
(for fleets such as forklifts) to continent-wide opera-
tions for rental cars and transportation companies.

In this column, we’ll look at internally operat-
ing fleet software, as well as a few application dif-
ferences for software used in the transportation 
industry. With such a variety of scope and scale, 
it’s unlikely that one size is going to fit all. We 
should therefore identify the most important fea-
tures and functions for various applications.

Probably one of the most significant differences 
between internal and external applications is the 
need for track and trace technology. You should 
also consider which system controls this function. 
While there are some industrial applications with 
crossover potential (such as vehicle management 
in an underground mine) most applications can 
be differentiated.

But let’s step back and consider some of the 
software applications for a vehicle management 
system. These include: 
• Tracking and operational (for example, dispatch) 

management functions. These can include driver 
and fleet unit applications such as driver access 
control, possible driver incentive pay based on 
actual work performed, vehicle utilization, 
deployment, vehicle inventory and performance 
information and specialty applications like 

vehicle telematics (positioning using GPS) and 
vehicle diagnostics;
• Vehicle safety administration and maintenance. 

This includes elements like licensing, insurance, 
technical inspections, maintenance administration 
and inspection (like tire tracking, temperature 
recording and other speciality applications);

• Vehicle lifecycle management including fleet right-sizing, purchase and 
disposition and related elements, such as driver requirements;

• Vehicle expense management for fueling, repairs and maintenance;
• For firms involved in revenue generation (equipment rental companies, 

for example) there’s no shortage of specialty revenue and expense reports 
and accounting specific to the application; and

• There’s an increasing number of safety and security functions that allow 
only certified drivers to handle specific pieces of equipment—sometimes 
called lockout/tagout. This allows dispatchers to disable trucks remotely 
in case of a security or safety incident. 

With such a broad range of functions, one of the key issues organizations 
should first determine is: which of these functions do you wish to be carried 
on each of the software systems? Obviously, avoiding duplication by selecting 
which system functionalities should reside on is an important decision.

Focusing on material handling applications, the key vehicle management 
system interface is with the WMS system. This is where careful selection of 
a supplier is important and it’s critical to consider the following:
• Will the VMS work with the lift truck supplier’s onboard diagnostic 

equipment;
• Even some systems you would not normally think of as having interface 

and data exchange considerations can be important. For example, a swipe-
card/timecard and access control system for which you want your operators 
to use the same cards when they sign onto their vehicles;

• Does the VMS work with all truck types and manufacturers? This can 
help avoid getting locked into one fleet type; and,

• Does the vendor have permission to use their software with other software 
and are they a certified supplier?

A VMS system can provide insight into equipment utilization and per-
formance. Most warehouse equipment is only active a small percentage of 
the time. It’s common for a piece of equipment to operate only four hours 
or less in an eight-hour shift.

As warehouses have become larger, the historic control of “management 
by walking around” has almost disappeared. A VMS system can provide 
insight into what’s happening on the floor and offer opportunities to take 
action in the event of problems.

Compared to your lift truck expenses, the purchase price for a VMS is 
typically less than a quarter of the total cost of a forktruck fleet. Optimizing 
the operational costs and performance can pay big dividends. MM&D

Dave Luton (dluton@cogeco.ca) is a consultant in the greater Toronto area.
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There’s no doubt shippers can save money when they use third-party 
logistics (3PL) providers. But to make sure the relationship with the 

3PL is healthy and beneficial, shippers should communicate their expecta-
tions so the service provider understands the shipper’s needs and key 
performance objectives.

In this relationship, there’s a lot at stake for the 3PL. Often, achieving 
the shipper’s performance objectives means doing everything right while, 
at the same time, mitigating risks and anticipating problems. Behind the 
push for supply chain success is an underlying and constant concern for 
both sides: a shipper’s objective is to save money, while a 3PL is looking to 
make money.

But it’s worth asking, how much of “doing it right” is open to interpreta-
tion? When shopping for 3PL services, almost all shippers will base their 
buying decisions on price; the company with the lowest quote will most 
likely win the business. 

But when price is king, attempts to get it right can go incredibly wrong. 
Attempts at cost saving sometimes involve poor decision making. In the 
worst situations, it can lead to unethical practices.

These unethical practices stem from attempts by businesses to save money, 
and some organizations will go to great lengths to do so. But they may not be 
willing to acknowledge how the low price they paid for a service got so low. 

For example, to meet consumer demand for the lowest possible price for 
goods, a manufacturer may outsource production of that good to a distant 
country with unbeatably low labour costs. While the cost saving advantages 

are clear, the health and safety laws protecting 
workers, communities and the environment 

in that country may not even come close to 
what Canadians would accept.

Closer to home, shippers sometimes con-
tract carriers and 3PLs with labour and HR 
tasks. But it’s a daunting and time-consuming 

task to set up and run a pool of staff that 
includes full-, part-time, seasonal and casual 
personnel. To handle these fluctuating work-

force demands, 3PLs sometimes look to 
outsourced HR specialists.

Here’s where the ethical and legal 
waters can get murky. One of the poten-
tial appeals of outsourced labour is the 

reduced exposure to employment regula-
tion and the legal obligations that come 
with it. Simply put, not all suppliers fol-

low the rules. 
For example, one 

potential concern 
comes when workers 
get paid as if they 

Learning Curve | Tracy Clayson

When price is king
Ethical employment practices bring benefits

were independent contractors. That happens when 
the worker forms a corporation and is then paid 
by the corporation without contributing to the 
Canada Pension Plan, employer health tax, 
employment insurance or statutory holiday pay. 
These payments are known as “burden”. Generally, 
the burden portion of payroll ranges up to almost 
25 percent of wage cost for the employer. Burden 
is just one cost associated with payroll, which can 
also include a group health plan, pension plan, 
severance packages and other fees. 

Sometimes, workers will agree to the misclas-
sification of their services because the independent 
contractor designation lets them pocket more 
income in the short-term. But the arrangement 
also means these employees can’t access employ-
ment insurance and other coverage. They may not 
fully understand the long-term consequences to 
such an arrangement.

If you hire a service provider who uses inde-
pendent contractors, or labour that gets paid under 
an independent contractor payment scheme, bear 
in mind the risks can stretch beyond insufficient 
or a complete lack of coverage for workplace safety 
insurance. Your 3PL-carrier partnership may be 
at stake if financial penalties result when staffing 
providers fail to meet payroll contribution obliga-
tions and the claim defaults to your business.

Some staffing suppliers offer outsourced labour 
at prices lower than an employer’s payroll costs 
could ever be. Shippers be warned, carriers and 
3PLs with untouchable rates might be partnered 
with staffing providers that are using the inde-
pendent contractor payment model mentioned 
above. The difference in price offered by a staffing 
provider that uses an above-the-board payment 
model and one using the independent contractor 
model is big. The price advantage exists, but so 
do attendant risks. 

In the long run, it pays to check your sources 
and make sure your provider has solid employ-
ment practices whether it’s on the dock, in the 
warehouse or on the road. MM&D
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Mississauga, Ontario-based In Transit Personnel.
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2011 CHRYSLER 200 
AND 200 CONVERTIBLE

42 MPG HWY
6.8L/100 KM HWY¤

283HP

2011 
DODGE AVENGER

42 MPG HWY
6.8L/100 KM HWY¤

283HP

2011 
JEEP COMPASS 4x2

42 MPG HWY
6.8L/100 KM HWY¤

158 HP

2011 
JEEP PATRIOT 4x2

42 MPG HWY
6.8L/100 KM HWY¤

158 HP

2011 DODGE 
CHALLENGER

39 MPG HWY
7.3L/100 KM HWY¤

305 HP

2011 
DODGE CHARGER

39 MPG HWY
7.3L/100 KM HWY¤

292 HP

2011 
DODGE CALIBER

2011 
CHRYSLER 300

39 MPG HWY
7.2L/100 KM HWY¤

39 MPG HWY
7.3L/100 KM HWY¤

172HP

283HP

2011 CHRYSLER 
TOWN & COUNTRY

36 MPG HWY
7.9L/100 KM HWY¤

283HP

2011 DODGE 
GRAND CARAVAN

36 MPG HWY
7.9L/100 KM HWY¤

283HP

2011 
DODGE JOURNEY

36 MPG HWY
7.8L/100 KM HWY¤

283HP

2011 JEEP 
GRAND CHEROKEE

2011 
JEEP WRANGLER

32 MPG HWY
8.9L/100 KM HWY¤

28 MPG HWY
10.0L/100 KM HWY¤

290HP

202HP

2011 
DODGE DURANGO

32 MPG HWY
8.9L/100 KM HWY¤

290 HP

2011 DODGE CHARGER

2011 CHRYSLER 200

2012 FIAT 500

WE HAVE 17 WAYS TO 
FIGHT HIGH GAS PRICES. 
CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON.
2012 
FIAT 500/500C

55 MPG HWY
5.1L/100 KM HWY¤

101HP

www.fleetchrysler.ca   Fleet Info Line 1-800-463-3600
¤Based on 2011 EnerGuide Fuel Consumption Guide ratings published by Natural Resources Canada. Transport Canada test methods used. Your actual fuel consumption may vary. 
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Montreal: 1.888.99.AXSUN (29786) 

toronto: 1.888.40.AXSUN (29786)

Take control with AXSUN!

At Axsun, we invest in our business, our business 
relationships and the people who make our 
business successful.

With Axsun, customers experience a seamless set of integrated, cross-functional 

business processes that make the management of their supply chain easier. 

The overall benefits are extensive and are a direct result of these “SAP based” 

improvements to our operations which include: 

• Improved alignment of strategies and operations in real time to access and 

identify concerns early and implement  proactive solutions

• Improved operational efficiency and productivity within and beyond operations 

• Reduced costs through increased flexibility and well defined processes  

• Increased financial control through deep visibility and business analytics 

Intermodal

Highway

Drayage

Warehousing

Global freight

We make the shipper’s life 
easier  with SAP Technology
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